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Situational Awareness:

Are You Aware of What is Around You?
Kim Fulford, SMS, CHST
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Objectives
You should be able to consider the following when making job
observations:
• Situational Awareness
• Critical Thinking and Decision Making
• Hazard Recognition
• 4 Hazard Categories
• S.L.A.M
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Situational Awareness (SA)
• The perception of the elements in the environment within a volume
of time and space
• The comprehension of their meaning
• The projection of their status in the near future.
Endsley, 1988
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Situational Awareness (SA)
Put simply ‐ Situational Awareness means understanding what is going
on around you.
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Situational Awareness (SA)
Understanding is more than information gathering. It’s
• gathering the right information,
• being able to analyze it, and
• make decisions based on the analysis.

In the best of all worlds, it also means
• being able to do something with the information (i.e., is it useful information).
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Why SA ?
• Take a look at the 2017 Top 7 injuries as reported through OSHA 300
logs
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Is the most common workplace injury.
Manual Handling include,
• pushing and pulling, carrying, holding, throwing, lifting
• other activities that require the use hands and limbs

Most common incidents filed under overexertion
• hand and arm strain, back pain and others
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Falls that have happened on same level surfaces.
Common injuries filed in this category are
• slipping on wet floors, falling on snow covered surfaces, and others.

Most victims are elderly employees who have lesser control over their
balance.
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Top three most common workplace accidents in 2017
• Falls from stairways, roofs, ladders and other elevated areas
• Have consistently been among the top three incidents for the past 10
years.
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• Slips and trips are, without a doubt, among the most common
accidents occurring in the workplace.
• These are listed as the fourth most common accident in 2017 because
at least $5.4 billion were spent on giving medical attention to
employees who have tripped or slipped in the workplace.
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• These involve accidents such as:
• tools falling directly on any part of the workers’ body
• falling debris
• concrete objects from elevated surfaces resulting in hospitalization.

• Accidents as minor as books hitting the head of the worker are also
included under this category.
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• $2 billion dollars were spent on accidents involving the employee
being struck against objects in 2017 alone.
• This category includes accidents such as running into doors, windows,
walls, tables, chairs and other concrete objects.
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• Prolonged repetitive motion accounts for hundreds of insurance
claims filed every year.
• Clerical jobs and other types of jobs that require extended period of
physical repetitive work are often the cause of job‐related carpal
tunnel syndrome, vision problems, and physical injuries.
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Why SA ?
Statistics show that as a workforce we are improving Safety when it
comes to;
• PPE
• Written procedures
• Safety Training
• Compliance
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Why SA ?
• Can’t see the Forest for the trees?
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Why SA ?
• Situational awareness is not just a theoretical notion.
• It is pertinent to most accident or incident cases.
• It is real, and its absence causes accidents.
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Why SA ?
• Research indicates that human factors are a contributing cause in 70
percent of all incidents and accidents.
• Approximately 85 percent of incident reports include a mention of
the loss of situational awareness.
• Degraded situational awareness can lead to inadequate decision
making and inappropriate actions.
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Levels of SA
• Levels of SA
• 1 – Awareness of information
• 2 – Comprehension of its meaning
• 3 – Projection of future status
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Awareness of the Information
SEEING
• Actually seeing what is going on around you,
• What the people, equipment and systems are doing
• Any other incoming information
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Comprehension of its meaning
UNDERSTANDING
• An understanding of the element of the situation with respect to the
operational goals, to form an accurate picture of the environment.
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Projection of future status
THINKING AHEAD
• The ability to project the future actions or outcomes of the elements
in the environment, at least in the short term.
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Awareness of information
1. Spatial Awareness

•

Being cognizant of your surroundings, thinking ‐ 3D
Loss of SA – spatial disorientation, unfamiliar ground

2. System Awareness

•

Steps, plans, tools, equipment and procedures
Loss of SA – insufficient scan, distraction, lack of checklist

3. Task Awareness

•

Experience, focus, managing tasks appropriately
Loss of SA – Competing tasks, poor task management, lack of vigilance
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Decision Making
• Decision making involves assessment and choosing a course of action.
• Decision making requires an understanding of the situation and
controlled thinking.
• The situation determines the urgency of the decision, risks and limits
of action.
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Controlled thinking
• Reduces risk
• Moderates behaviour
• Manages time constraints
• Uses knowledge; seeks options
• Judges relevance and the quality of the choice
• Prepares for action, evaluates the outcome or a future
situation
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Thinking about Situational Awareness and Decision
Making
Situational awareness and decision making depend on our
ability to think.
Thinking enables humans to be very successful, but this ability also
enables errors that, if not controlled, present risks in our daily
activities.
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Error: A mismatch between the perceived and actual situation
A mismatch between intended and actual outcomes of deciding to act.

What exactly is the situation/problem?
How can I put it into the form of a question?
How does it relate to my goals, purposes and needs?
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Example
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Example
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Critical thinking

• Critical thinking is that mode of thinking about any subject,
content or problem in which the thinker improves the quality of
his or her thinking by identifying those things that influence our
train of thought and avoiding the threats and distractions that
lead to poor decisions.
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Common Hazards to sound Critical Thinking
• Anti-Authority. This is the thought pattern found in people who resent the
control of their actions by any outside authority. The general thought is:

“Do not tell me! No one can tell me what to do.”
• Impulsivity. This is the thought pattern found in people who, when facing
a moment of decision, feel that they must do something, anything, and do
it quickly. “I got to do something and I got to do it now!”
• Invulnerability. This is the thought pattern of people who feel that nothing
disastrous could happen to them, personally. “It won’t happen to me!”
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Common Hazards to sound Critical Thinking
• Macho. People who are always trying to prove that they are better
than others; they “prove” themselves by taking risks and try to
impress others by acting dangerously.
“I can do anything.”
• Out of Control. People who feel that they can do very little, if
anything, to control what happens. When things go well, it is
attributed to good luck. When things go badly, it is attributed to bad
luck, or it is generally the fault of someone else.
“What’s the use?”
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Critical Thinking — Self awareness
Am I biased in my thinking?
Have I made a plan for what I want to do?
Are my ideas or knowledge on this issue correct?
Am I aware of what am I trying to do?
Am I using all of the resources for what I want to do?
(Feedback from others)

Am I aware of how well I am doing; do I need to change
my actions or intentions?
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Critical Thinking — Knowledge

• Commitment: to safety, not following feelings or preference
• Positive attitudes: persistence, resourcefulness, learning from failure
• Attention to detail: seeing the big picture, determining relevance, and
assessing risk
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Critical Thinking — Knowledge

• Knowing the facts necessary to do a task by seeking information
• Knowing how to do a task, how to scan, understand and think ahead
• Knowing why certain strategies work, when to use them, why one is
better than another
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Critical Thinking — Habits
• Changing our thinking habits requires effort; clear thinking is an
essential part of our jobs and has to be developed throughout our
careers.
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Common Threats to sound SA
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Common Threats to sound SA
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Common Threats to sound SA
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Common Threats to sound SA
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Common Threats to sound SA
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Common Threats to sound SA
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Safety is the control and elimination of recognized
hazards to attain an acceptable level of risk
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recognized!
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A hazard is any existing or potential workplace condition that
by itself or by interacting with other variables can result in
death, injury, property damage, or other loss
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Hazard Recognition
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Hazard Categories
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50
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Fact or Fiction
Journeyman Lineman typically recognize and prioritize Hazards
from the TOP ‐DOWN
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Recognize the hazard/s?
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Incident Re‐enactment
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Threats to Good Hazard Recognition
• Training – lack of, out of date
• Complacency
• Distraction
• Normalized Deviation
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Normalized Deviation
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• This is an example of an incident; it has passed the hazard state. The
exposed contacts were touched. It is an incident not a hazard.
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Removing
any one side of the
triangle and the
hazard cannot
manifest itself to the
next level –

an incident!
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S.L.A.M. Technique
• S – Stop
• L – Look
• A – Assess
• M ‐ Manage
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Next steps
• Share this information with your employees and managers
• Encourage safe work practices
• Use as a tool box talk
• Use as a poster display on your safety board
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Questions
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Thank you for coming!
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